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1. Introduction 

In this paper, we consider the fiuite-elernent discretization of the optimal coutrol 
problem 

1 r 2 2 (P) minJ(u)='2Jn{(y(x)-yd(:c)) +vu(x) }dx , 

subject to (y,u) E (C(TI) n H 1(D)) x L00 (r2), 

Ay + f(y) = 'U inn, y = 0 on r, ( 1.1) 

'U E uad = {u E L00 (D) I 0: ~ u(x) ~ (3 for a.a. X En}, 

where n c !Rn is a convex bounded domain , r is the boundary of n, and A 
denotes a second-order elliptic operator of the fonn 

n 
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Here, D ; deuotes the partial derivative with respect to :c; , u is the control, and 
y = y(u) is said to be the associated slate. The function Yd is given in L00 (D.), 
and a < (3, v > 0 are real constants. 

Based on a standard finit e-element approximation , we set up an approximate 
optimal control problem (Ph). Our main aim is to estimate the error llu- uh II in 
the maximum norm , where u stands for a fixed locally optimal control of (P) and 
Uh is an associated one of (Ph )· Error estimates for optimal controls certainly 
cannot improve those known for the solutions of elliptic equations. However, one 
should expect that they refl ect the order of the associated estimates for equa
tions. Due to the non-convexity of (P) and the presence of control-constraints, 
this is not an easy task. Optimal L2-estirnates are known since long time for 
linear-quadratic elliptic control problems, see Falk (1973) or Geveci (1979). Re
cently, L00-error estimates being optimal in that sense have been derived for the 
case of nonlinear equations in Arada , Casas and Troltzsch (2002). 

Moreover, we mention two further papers rela ted to the sernilinear elliptic 
case. Recent ly, Arnautu and Neittaanrniiki (1998) contributed error estimates 
to this class of problems. Their technique, however, slightly overestimates the 
order of the error. Weals rneution the paper by Casas and Mateos (2001 ), who 
carefully study error es timates for semilinear elliptic equations. In contrast to 
the elliptic case, quite a number of papers was devoted to parabolic problems, 
although the associated theory is far from being complete. We refer to the 
references in Arada et al. (2002) . 

Our paper complements the theory presented in Arada et al. (2002) , where 
error es timates have been derived for a subsequence (uh)h of globally optimal 
cont rols for (Ph ) th at converges to an optimal control u of (P ) as h J 0. Tbe 
existence of this sequeuce has been obtaiued by weak cornpactuess arguments. 

The zuaiu differeuce of our paper with respect the one cited concems the 
existence part. Here, we concentrate on locally opti mal controls, since they are 
the uatural result of uurnerical optimization algorithms. Suppose that a locaLly 
optimal control u of (P ) is given. Tben we expect to have a sequence (uh)h of 
locally optimal controls for (F\ ) couvergiug to u. This should be true for each 
fixed local solution u. We prove tha t each locally optimal control of (P) can 
be approximated by locally optimal controls of (Ph ), while Arada et a l. (2002 ) 
only guarantee that tlte computed global solutions contain a subsequence that 
converges to a certain globally optimal cont rol. 

Therefore, we start from a fixed reference control u being locally optimal for 
(P). Next we prove the existence of a sequence (uh)h of locally optimal controls 
for (Ph) converging to u. We do not use compactness arguments. Finally, the 
order of convergence is quantified by estimating the error uh - u. T he error 
analysis is similar to that of our paper Arada et al. (2002). 

However, our problem (P) is sirnplified to shorten the presentation. In our 
former paper, the objec tive function al aud the nonlinearity f are more general. 
Following the lines of Arada et al. (2002 ), the results of this paper can be 
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2. Assumptions and notation 

The dornain !1 is assumed to be a convex, bounded, and open subset in IRn 1 

where n = 2 or n = 3. We also assume that !1 has a boundary f of class C 1•1 . 

The coefficients a;j of the operator A are assumed to be in C 0•1 (D) 1 and to 
satisfy the ellipticity condition 

n 

·mol~l 2 :::; L a;j(:r)(;~j Y (~,:r) E IRn x IT, rna> 0. 
i,j=l 

Ou f 1 we impose the following assumption 

(Al ) The funct-ion f : lR ----+ lR 'is of class C2 and ds fi:rst der-ivat-ive f' ·is 
nonnegat·ive. FOI' all M > 0) there e:cists eM > 0 s·uch that 

lf"(yl) - f"(y2)1 :::; CMIYl - Y21 
fo ·r all (Yl 1 Y2) E [- M1 +Afj2. 

Assumption (Al ) permits to deal with highly nonlinear functions. For in
stance, f(y) = exp(y) satisfies (Al ). 

THEOREM 2.1 (Bonnans and Casas. 1995) Let ·u in L00 (rl) satisfy llull oc ,o :::; 
M. Th en, fo ·r every p > n, eq·ualion (1.1) ad·mils a ·uniq·ue sol·ut1:on y = y(u) E 
HJ (!1) n W2 • ~'( !1). There e:risls u posih·ue constant C = C(ll 1 n, p, M) , indepen
de·nt of u, such llwl 

lly(u)llw 2 ·''(0) :::; C. 

In what follows, II· ll2 and II · ll oo denote the natural norms in L2(H) and 
L00 (ll), respectively, and cis a generic constant. 

3. Optimality conditions for local solutions of (P) 

The existence of a (global) solution to (P) can be proved by classical argumeuts. 
However, we concentrate 011 local solutions. Therefore, we just assume that a 
locally optimal reference control u is given for (P) that satisfies the standard 
first-order necessary and second-order sufficient optimality conditions. 

A coutrol u E uad is said to be lo cally optimal or a local sol·ution of (P), if 
there is an T > 0 such that 

J(u) 2 J(u) 'rf'lL E Uad with llu- ull oc :::; T. 

In what follows, we denote by y(u) the solution y of (1.1) that is associa ted with 
·u. Let y be the state corresponding to u, i.e . y = y(u). 

Next we recall the known first-order necessary optimality conditions for (P). 
To this aim, we introduce the adjoint equation. Let ·u be in L 00 (ll) with state 
y('lt) . The adjo·int equation has the following form: 
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Here, A* is the formal adjoint operator of A. The solution r.p = r.p(·u) is the 
adjoint state associated with ·u. 

THEOREM 3.1 If u is a local sol·ution of (P), then there exists an adjoint state 
cp = r.p(u) E HJ(D) n W2·P(f!) such that 

A*cp + J'(Y)cp = y- Yd in D, 

L (cp + vu)(u- u) dx ~ 0 'VuE uad_ 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

The classical proof is omitted. By a further discussion, the variational in
equality (3.3) is seen to be equivalent to the following known relation: 

u(x) = Proj[aJJ] ( -~ r.p(u)(x)), (3.4) 

where Proj[a,,/3] denotes the projection from lR onto [a, ,B]. Since (P) is non
COHvex, the optimality conditions above are not sufficient for (local) optimality. 
To have this, in addition the following second-oTdeT sufficient optinw.liiy condi
tion is assumed: 

(SSC) The'!'e a'!'e 8 > 0 and T > 0 such thai 

J"(u)v 2 ~ 8 llvll ~ 

holds joT all 'U E L 00 
( n) satisfying 

{ 

> 0 
v(x) ::; 0 

=0 

ifu(x) = cY, 
ifu(x) = (3, 
if l'f(x) + vu(x)l ~ T > 0. 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

All functions v satisfyiHg the conditions of (3.6) form a cone that we shall 
call the T-crit·ical cone. The set 

Ar = {x En ll'f(x) + vu(:r)l ~ T} 

is the set of all points where the control constraints are strongly active. This 
notion was introduced by Dontcltev, Hager, Poore and Yang (1995). 

Notice that J is defined as a functional on L00 (f!). It is this space, where 
the derivatives J' and J" are defined. The concrete expression for the second 
derivative can be formulated by the Lagrange function 

L(y, ·u, r.p) = ~ L {(y(x)- Yd(x)) 2 + vu(x) 2
} dx 

_ r (_;\, ..1.. f(.,, _ .,, ·~" ·· · 
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which is here only formally defined (in our setting, !J.y is not a function; by 
selecting a slightly different state space for y, this can be made precise). Then, 
see Casas and Troltzsch (2000), 

J"('u)('u1, uz) = DyyL(y, u, cp)(y1, yz) + DuuL(y, ·u, cp)('u1, uz) 

= ln(l- J"(y)cp(u))YlYzdx+v in u1uzdx, 

where y; E HJ(O) solve the linearized equation -b..y; + J'(y)y; = Ui · Therefore, 
(SSG) requires the coercivity of L" on the cone defined by the controls ·u of the 
T-critical cone and the associated solu tions y(u) of the l ineari<~ed equation. 

4. Finite-element approximation of ( P): Basic results 

4.1. The approximate problem (Ph) 

Here we define a finite-element based approximation of the optimal control prob
lem (P). To this a im, we consider a family of triangulations (Th)h>O ofTI. With 
each element T E Th, we associate two parameters p(T) and u(T), where p(T) 
denotes the diameter of the set T and u(T) is the diameter of the la rgest ball 
contained iu T. Define the mesh size of the grid by h = maxrETh p(T). We 
suppose that the following regularity a..ssurnptions a re satisfied. 

(A2 ) There exist two positive constants p and u such tha t 

p(T) h 
-- <u -- <r; u(T) - ' p(T) - ,. 

hold for a ll T E ~~ and all h > 0. 
Let us take Tih = UrEThT, and let n,, and r, denote its interior and its 

bounda ry, respectively. We assume that TI, is couvex a nd that the vertices of 
~~ placed on the boundary of r,. are points of r. It is known that 

( 4.1) 

Now, for n = 2, to every l>oundary triaugle To[~., we associate another triangle 
T C TI with curved l>ouudary as follows: The edge l>etweeu the two l>oundary 
nodes ofT is substituted by the part of r counecting these nodes a nd forming 
a triangle with the remaining interior sides ofT. We denote l>y Th the union of 
these curved boundary tri a ngles with the interior tri angles to n of ~. ' so that 
TI = UTETh T. For n = 3, te trahedra are a nalogously. Let us set 

uh = {u E L00 (0) I 'UIT is constaut on all T E T,,}, u~d = uh n uad, 

vh = {Yh E C(TI) I YhiT E Pl, for all T E T,, and Yh = 0 on TI\ nit}, 
where P1 is the space of polynomials of degree less or equal than 1. For each 
'Uh E Uh, we denote by Yh = Yh(uh) the unique element of V,, tha t satisfies 

(/.('1/ L 'n L l = r (,II' - r (,// , JJ•n , rh· 'rf •n , C:: l/, (;! ')\ 
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where a : V,, x V,, --> lR is the bilinear form defined by 

a(y, rJ) = i ( t a;j(x)D;y(x )DjrJ(x)) d:c. 
n i,j=l 

In other words, Yh( 'uh) is the approximate state associated with 'Uh. In the two 

integrals above, the test function T}ft vanishes Outside D,h SO that there is flO 
difference between integration on n and n,. Existence and uniqueness of this 
solution Yh('Uh) can be shown under our assumption (A1), see Casas and Mateos 
(2001) and Mateos (2000). The finite-dimensional app'I'Uximate optinwl contTOl 
p'I'Oblern (P,) is defined by 

1 i 2 2 minJ,('u,)=-. {(yh(v.h)-yc~) +vu,}dx, 
2 nh 

The existence of at least one global solut ion for (Ph) follows from the continuity 
of J, and the compactness of Vh'd. However, this global solution need not be 
unique. Moreover, it can be far from the reference solution u. Therefore, we 
do not concentrate on global solutions of (Ph). Again, we consider certain local 
solutions. 

REMARK: We tac·itly ass·urne that we a·re able to evuJuate the ·inlccynLls in 
( 4.2) and ( P,) e:r:actly. In geneml, nmner"ical integml'ion has to be ·used, which 
yenemtes another" soTt of erTOTS. We do not ·incl'Ude them in O'UT analysis. 

4.2. Characterization of local solutions of (Ph) 

Local solutions of the approximate problem (P,) are defined analogously to (P): 
A control v;, E Vh'd is a local sol'Ution of ( P,), if 

J,('u,) 2: J,(u,) lf'Uh E u,~d with II'Uh- uil co :::; T 

holds for a certain r > 0. Associated necessary optirnality conditions are similar 
to those for (P) in Section 3.: With the solution u, we associate the discrete 
adjoint eq·uation for 'Ph E V,, 

r t U.;jDj'{JhDiT/h dx + r f'(yh(uh))'Ph T/h dx 
l ni,j=l ln 

= l (y"(uh) - yc~) .,,h dx If rt, E V,,. ( 4.3) 

THEOREM 4.1 S·uppose that ass·urnption ( Al) is satisfied. ff uh ·is a local sol'U
tion of(P,), then there exists a 'Un·iq-ue sol'Ut·ion Tj5" = 'Ph(uh) E HJ(n)nC0

•
1(ri') 

of the d·iscrete adjoint eq'U. ation (4.3) s'Uch that the vaTiatiunal ·ineq·uality 

{ (Tj5h + vuh)('U- u,) d:c 2:0 If ·u E U1~" (4.4) lnh 
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The standard proof of this result is omitted. Throughout the sequel, for v 
fi xed in L00 (D.), we denote by Yh(v) and tph(v) the solutions of (4 .2) and (4.3) , 
respectively, associated with v . The next result is the discrete counterpart of 
(3.4) . The discrete local solution u, satisfies 

uh lr= Proj[a ,{:l] ( - vl~ll l.{'h(uh)(x) d:r: ) V T E T,,. ( 4.5) 

In this paper, we frequently use an interpolation operator n, : L2 (D.) __, U" 
that assigns piecewise constant functions on D. to functions of L 2 (D.) . To define 
11 ~t, we first introduce the interpolation opera tor n, : L 2 (D.) __, L2(D.h) by 

(n, v) lr = l~ll v(x) cl:c. 

We extend n, to 11" Ly 

(l1, v)(x) = { (nh v)(x) if x E T 
(nh v)(:ca) if :z; E T \ T. 

Here. :c 0 is the projection of x onto the boundary of the triangle (or tetrahedron) 

T that is covered by T. Let us mention an important property of 11" : If v is a 
Lipschitz funct ion , then 

llv- n,vlloo ~ c h. 

T his is seen as follows: On triangles T E T,, we have maxxET lv(x) - (l1hv )(x) I = 

maxxET lv(:c)- (nhv)(:c)i ~ ch by the known properties of the interpolation 

opera tor 7r h and the Lipschitz property of v. If x E T \ T , then 

lv(:c)- (l1hv)(:c)l ~ lv(x) - v(xa) l + lv(xa)- (l1,·v)(:c)l 

~ c h + lv(:ca)- (nhv)(xa)l ~ c h. 

Here, we have used the fact that d'ist(xa , T) ~ c h. The same estima te follows 
for the L 2-uonn using (4.1) . With this interpolation operator, (4.5) admits the 
form 

u, = P roj[a,{:l] ( -~l1htph(uh)), ( 4.6) 

since the extension of ( 4.5) from boundary triangles (or t etrahedra) T to T is 
the same on the left and right hand sides of ( 4.6). 

4.3. Error-estimates for the state and the adjoint state 

Here we provide some known results on the fini te element approximation of 
the state equation (1.1 ) and its adjoint equation (3 .1 ). They are basic for 
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Recall that y(v) and Yh(vh) are the solutions of (1.1) and (4.2) corresponding 
to v and 'Vh. Analogously, cp(v ) and 4?h(vh) are the solutions of (3.1) and (4.3) 
corresponding to v and Vh· 

In all what follows we tacitly assume that (A1) and (A2) are satisfied. More
over, we fix once and for all a local reference solution u for (P) that satisfies 
(SSG). Therefore, we do ot mention (A1) , (A2), and (SSG) in further state
ments. 

All controls u, v, uh, vh etc. used below are contained in uad. Therefore, 
they are uniformly bounded, and the same holds true for all associated states 
and adjoint states so that ally , cp, Yh , 4?h are bounded by the same constant M. 

THEOREM 4. 2 Let v and Vh belong to Uad . Then the es timates 

[[y(v)- Yh('vh)[[H'(!l) + [[cp(v)- 4?h(v~t) [[H' (!1) ~· G (h + [[v- V!t[[z), (4.7) 

[[y(v)- Yh(vh)[[z + [[cp(v)- 4?h(v~t)[ [ z ~ G (h2 + [[v- v,[[z) , (4.8) 

[[y(v)- Yh(vh)[[oo + [[cp(v)- C;?h(vh)[ [oo ~ C (h:.. + [[v- 'Vh[[z), (4.9) 

hold, wheTe G = C(!l, n ) is a positive constant independent of h , and A = 
2- n/2. MoTeover, if the triangulation is of nonnegat'ive type, then 

[[ y(v) - Yh(vh)[[ oo + [[ cp(v)- cp,,(vh)[[ oo ~ C (h + [[ v- v,,[[ z), (4.10) 

holds independently of h. 

For the proof of this theorem the reader is referred to Arada et al. (2002). 
In all what follows, let us fix 

A = { 2- n/2 for reg'ular triangulations 
1 for triang'ulations of nonnegat'ive type. 

4.4. Convergence resu lts 

Aiming to derive error estimates, we have to find a sequence (uh)h of local 
solutions of (Ph) tending to u as h l 0. To solve this nontrivial problem, we 
proceed as follows: For e > 0 we consider the auxiliary control problem 

where 

The interpolate lhu belongs to Uf:~, and so the admissible set of (Pn is not 
empty. This problem has a global ~olution ut, hence it is also a local solution 
for (P1~). We show that this solution is even a local solution of (Ph) and tends 
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It is known that the second-order condition (SSC) implies the existence of 
positive constants "' and r such that the quadratic growth condition 

J('u) ~ J(u) + "'ll 'u- ull~ ( 4.11) 

is satisfied for all 'U E uad with llu- ulloo ::; T, see Casas, Troltzsch and Unger 
(2000). Now take "E := r/2. Then for all c::; "E and all sufficiently small h, say 
0 < h::; h, 

U E U,~~ => ll 'u- ull oo :S T, ( 4.12) 

because ll'u- ulloo ::; llu- rr,ulloo + llllhu- ulloo, the first term is not greater 
than r /2 by the definition of ug~, and the second term tends to zero as h 1 0. 
Notice that (4.11) and (4.12) imply 

J('u) ~ J(u) + "'ll 'u- ull~ V'u E UJ:~. (4.13) 

LEMMA 4.1 For all c ::; "E, the object'ive 'val-ues Jh (uf,) conve·1ge to J (u), 'i.e. 

lim Jh(uf,) = J(u). 
hlO 

Pmo.f. We have 

Jh(uf,) = J(uf,) + (J~t(uf,)- J(uf,)) ~ J(u)- ch , 

since ll uJ, II oo is uniformly bounded, hence IJ,(uh)- J(u/,)1 ::; ch. Moreover, 
J(u/,) ~ J(u) follows from (4.13). On the other hand, we know that IT,u E UJ:'~, 
and the optimality of 'uf, for ( P1~) gives ' 

J,(u/,)::; J,(IThu) = J(u) + (J(ll~tu)- J(u)) + (J~t(ll~tu)- J(IT~tu)) 

::; J(u) + ch, 

since IIIT,u-ull oo ::; ch and IJ,(v)-J(v) l::; ch for all v E uad_ Both inequalities 
imply the statement of the Lemma. • 

LEMMA 4.2 There aTe 0 < ET ::; "E and 0 < hT ::; h s·uch that 

I'Ph(uf,)(x) + V'uf,(x)l ~ T/4 

uh(x) = u(x) 

( 4.14) 

( 4.15) 

hold for all c ::; ET, all h ::; hT, and all x E T, if T has a non-empty intersection 
with AT. 

Proof. We know that on AT either cp(u)(:r) + vu(x) ~ T, where u(x) = a or 
cp(u)(x) + vu(x) ::; -T, where u(x) = {3. Now take an arbitrary but fixed T 
having a non-empty intersection with AT. If h is sufficiently small, then we can 
assume that one of these two cases holds for all :r E AT n T, since the function 
cp(u) + uu is Lipschitz continuous. We consider the case 
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where u(x) = Q on AT n T. The arguments for u(x) = {3 are analogous. There
fore, if h is sufficiently small, then 

cp(u)(x) + vu(x) 2: 3T/4 't/:c E T, 

thus also u(x) =ex on T. If E is sufficiently small, say E s; ET, then llu/,- ulloo 
is so small that 

'Ph (·u~) + v·u~ = cp(u) + v'ii + ( cp(u/J - cp(u)) + v( u/, - u) 
+ (cph(uU- cp(u~)) 2: 2T/4- ch>-. 2: T/4 

holds on T for all sufficiently small h s; hT. On T, the variational inequality for 
·uf.. reads 

l ( 'Ph(nU + V'uf. 1r)(·u - u/, 1r) dx 2: 0 

for all ·u E IR such that u E [ex, {3] n [II"ulr- E, IIhuiT + c:]. We know that on T, 
u(x) =ex, hence IIhuiT = c~ , and therefore ·u varies in [a, a+ c:]. The positivity 
of 'Ph ( u}J + vuf.IT in the variational inequality above implies that uf. must admit 

the left end of [a, a + c:], i. e. ·uj,IT =ex= u(x). • 

By our construction, this Lemma is also true for boundary triangles (or 
tetrahedra) T. 

LEMMA 4.3 If E :::; "f, then lim/dO JJuj, - uJJ2 = 0. 

Proof. By ·uf, E UJ:'~, E s; "f, h l 0, and (4.12) we know lluf, - ulloc s; T, hence 
( 4.11) applies, ' 

J(u/,) 2: J(u) + 1£ ll ·u~ - ull~, 

thus 

and therefore 

Lemma 4.1 yields Jh(u!,) __.., J(u) as h l 0 and the assertion of Lemma 4.3 
follows immediately. • 

THEOREM 4.3 If E s; "E, then 

lim lin~ - ull()Q = 0. (4.16) 
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Pmu.f. We start with the result of Lemma 4.3. From Theorem 4.2 , (4.9), we 
deduce that nf, -> u in L 2 (D.) implies II'P~t(uf,) - cp(u) ll oo -> 0. We have the 
projection formulas 

u(x) = Proj[a,/31 ( - ~<p(x) ) 

·u~(x) = Proj[a~(x),i3~(x)] (-~Ih cp h( 'uf,(x))), 

where 

cxJ,(x) =max( a, IT~tu(x) - c), f3f,(:c) = min(/3 , IT~tu(x) + c). 

Notice that cxf, and fJf, are step functions on D.. Define a nalogously 

n"(x) = max(r.x,u(x)- c), fJ"(:c) = min(fJ,u(:c) +c). 

It is quite obvious that u also satisfies the projection formula 

( 4.17) 

(4.18) 

( 4.19) 

Indeed , u solves (P) with t he additioual restridious u(:t:) ::; u(:c) + c, u(x) 2 
u(x) - c, a nd both of t hese inequalities are not active at u. Therefore t he 
equatious (4 .1 7) and (4.19) are equivaleut.. Of course, (4.19) can a lso be directly 
derived from ( 4.17) . We leave t his to t he reader. With these prerequisites, the 
proof can be easily completed. In view of (4 .18) ami (4.19) 

lu(:c) - uf, (:c) I 

= 1Proj [a'(x),6'(:r)]( -~cp(u(:t:)))- Proj[n ~,(r),6f,( 1 )]( -~IIh'Ph(nf,(:c)))l 

::; IP roj[a'(:~•),.W( •r)]( - ~ cp(u( :c)))- ProjloU rJ,(:Jf,( , )J( - ~ cp(u( :t:)))l 

+ IProj [o~ (>• ) .!3~ (x )] (-t cp(u(:c))) - Proj [a~ (>• ) ./3~ (:~ • )] (- ~ 11" 'Ph (uf,(:c))) I· 

T he first difference tends uuiformly to z:ero, as 

P roj [o f. (x) ,.6~(x )] v (:r) = min (fJf; ( :t:), 111ax( cxf, ( x), v(:t:))) 

is a composition based on continuous functions, if v E C(IT). Therefore 

Proj[a~(x),i3f,(x)]v(x)---+ Proj[o'(x),/J'(:~:) lv(:c) 

iu C(IT), since c.tf,(:r)---+ c.t"(:c) and fJ~(x) ---+ jJ<(x) in C(IT). The second differ
ence tends uniformly to z:ero , as the projection operator is Lipschit z: continuous 
with constaut 1 a ud IIh cph('nf,(:t:) ) te11ds uniformly to cp(u(:r)) by Lemma 4.3 
a ud (4.9). • 

F ina lly, we show that 'Uf, is a local solut ion of (Ph) · Iutuit ively, t his follows 
from uf, -> u. Therefore ·uf, caitttot be located at tlt e boundary of the ball 
II ~ - 11 
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LEMMA 4.4 S·uppose that c ::; f . Then, ·uj. is a local sol·ution of (Ph) for all 
s·ufficiently small h. 

Pmof. We have to show that 

( 4.20) 

holds for all lift E Uf:d such that ll ·uh - 'Uh ll oo :S c /2. By the definition of 'Uh we 
know ( 4.20) only for a ll 'Uh E u;:d with ll uh- Ihull oo ::; c. Let 'Uh E u;:d satisfy 
ll·a,- uJ,II oo :S c/2. Then, if his sufficiently small , 

II'U, -rr"ulloo::; II'U"- ·uf,l loo + ii ·u%- uil = + llu- ,ull oo 

:S c/2 + c/4 + c/4 = c, 

since ·uh. tends to u by Theorem 4.3 and n,u __, u as h l 0. T herefore, 'Uh 
belongs to ug~, where (4.20) is satisfied. The optimality of ·uf, is proved in 

the intersectio~1 of Uf:d with a ball of radius c/2 around ·uh.· This is local opti
mality. • 

One cau also show that 'Uf, is the unique local solut iou of (Pit) in a certain 
neighborhood of u. Howev r , we do not discuss this here. In wha t follows, let 
us fix (P1~) by c = min(f, cT) and pu t u" := nh. In t his way, a sequence of 
local a pproximate solutions (uit)h is found that tends to u as h l 0. In the next 
section we estimate the error llu" - ujj. 

5. FEM-approximation of (P): Error-estimates for local 
solutions 

In this section, we prove the er ·or estimates for local approxituate solutions in 
the norms of L2 ami L00

. A'c5 outlined in the preceding subsect ion , we start 
our investigations by the sequence (uit)h>D of local solu t ions for (P~t), h > 0, 
couvergiug to the fixed local refereuce solut ion u of ( P) that sat isfi es ( S SC). 

To perform our analysis, we need a n element ·u11 adrnissible for (P,) so that 
it can serve as a test functiou in the variational inequality and has an optimal 
distance O(h) to u. The idea is to ta ke '1ih = Proj[o: ,IJ]( -~l1,ip(u)). This element 
is admissible and close to u, but we cannot expect that u, - ·uh be in the T

crit ical coue where our sec ud-order suffi cient condition holds. To overcome this 
difficulty, we apply a spli tting u, - 'LLh = eh + d,, where 

on n \ n" 
on (AT u A;) n n, 
Otl D11 \(AT U k), 
on n \ n, 
on (AT u A;) n fh 
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Here , Ai denotes the inactive set of u, i.e. Ai = {x E n I a < u(x) < ,8} . We 
have taken e, = 0 outside n" to apply later Lernrna 5.2. 

Then eh belongs to the T-critical cone for all sufficiently small h: 
If h is small, then for all T with T n AT -::j; 0 we know that u(x) = a or 

u(x) = ,8, hence on T also Uh = II,u = u(x) holds. Moreover, Lemma 4.2 
yie lds uh = u(x) on T. Therefore, eh = 0 is true on AT. On Ai, the T-critical 
cone does not restrict the functions . On the remaining set n, \(AT U Ai ), the 
fuuction u is active, while u, belongs to uad. This ensures that the difference 
u, - u has the right sign required by the T-critical cone. 

The part dh can be estimated by the optimal order lldhll2 ~ O(h). Notice 
that lr2 \ fl~tl ~ ch and dh is uniformly bounded. The part ll e ~tll2 must be 
estimated yet . 

REMARK: In the casro AT = n, the T- C'rii·ical cone consists of thro zroro elro
m ro nt. H roTe, the srocond-oTdroT condition (SSG) is t·,.ivially satisfirod and doros not 
contribute to thro ro r"/'UT rostirnation . H o·wever, in this case, the contin·udy of the 
fun ction lj5 + vu ·inq;lies that the sign is cunstu:nl u:ncl then lj5 + 1/U 2 T ·in. n 0 '1' , 

cunven;ely, lj5 + 1/U ~ -T in n. In the fir:>l case, (3 .2) imy;l'i es that u = (X ·in 
n. In the second case, the ·identity u = .8 ·in n holds. On the uthe·,. hand, the 
·u ·n~funn cunveryence lj5, + 1/Uh ----) lj5 + 1/U impl-ies that lj5h + ti 'lit. has the same 
s·ign u.s lj5 + uu foT ever·y h small enu·agh. Then (1.4) leads to u, = 'ILt. = Ti ·in 
n .fo'!' every h S'lfi,(Lll ro nu·uyh. Cunseq·ae:nlly, ulsu e h = d, = 0 holds I.'I"Ue fur· h 
small. 

Tl1e following a uxiliary stateltleats express irnportaut properti es of J" and 
Jf:, which are more or less iutuitively clear. For their proofs we refer to Arada 
et al. (2002). First, since e1, Lclougs to the T-critical cone for sufficieutly small 
h, we obtain: 

LEMMA 5.1 !l holds 

.fu·r all s·u,fjiC'iently snwll h . 

The next result coucems the approximation of J" by Jf:. 

LEMMA 5. 2 Suppose that 'W belonys to u,~d . Then 

ll"(w)v2
- J;;('w)v2

1 ~ C h"'llvll~ 

holds ju·r all v E L2 (f2) vanish·ing on n \ nh , where the constant C = C(f2 , n) 
does nut depend on v and h. 

LEMMA 5.3 Fur· all s'ajjiC'iently small h > 0, 
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PTuuf. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 . 

Moreover, J~ ( w) is in some sense Lipschitz with respect to w: 

LEMMA 5. 4 Let Wl and 'W2 belong to uad. Then 

IJ!;(wl)v2 - J!;('w2)v2
1 :S C(llwl- w2lloo + h-\)ll v l l~ 

• 

(5.1) 

·is sat·is.fied fur all v E L2 (0) wdh a constant C = C(O, n) independent of v 
and h . 

The tenn h-\ in (5.1) can be avoided, if the so-called discrete rnaxunurn 
principle holds for the finite-element approximation of (1.1 ). 

By ( 4.4) the approxir ate local solution uh satisfies 

( ('Ph(uh) + vuh)(v- 'ih)(x) dx ~ 0 V v E Uf::d. 
Jn" 

The auxiliary control ·u, will not fulfi ll the analogous iuequality 

( (r.p,(u,) + vu,)(v- ·u,)(x) dx ~ 0 \;;/ v E U1~d· Jn;, 
Instead of this, we are able to show that ·u" satisfies an associated perturbed 
variat ioual inequality witl1 perturbation (,, uanlely 

To this aim, we introduce (h E U, by 

{ -~~~£ (r.ph(Th) + l!'iiJ,) d:r } + if uh iT =ex, 

(hiT= -{ ~~~£ (r.ph(uh) + 1/Uh) d:L: } + if 'UhiT = (3, 

- ~~~£ (r.ph(uh) + vu,) d:c otherwise, 

(5.2) 

for a ll T E ~.. . We extend ( h up to the boundary of 0 analogously to the 
definition of the controls in U~t. As we shall verify below, the function (~t is 
constructed such that the auxiliary function 'Uh satisfies the first-order necessary 
optimality condition of the problem 

rnin Jh (v) + ( (h v dx, v E Uh,d, ( 5.3) 
lnh 

which is a perturbation of (P,,) by the linear functional ((h, v) . We have adopted 
the idea to work with this type of perturbation from Malanowski, Buskens and 
Maurer (1997) . It was intro uced there for the optimal control of ODEs and 
can be transferred to our case. We shall not exactly follow that method, but 
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LEMMA 5.5 The auxiliar·y contml 'Uh satisfies the variational inequality (5.2). 

Pmof. How can we define (It to fulfill (5.2)? Select an arbitrary T E T,,. First, 
ol>serve tha t (5 .2) can be equivalently written as 

( l ( <{)h ('u,) + vuh) dx + ITI(hiT) (v - UhiT) 2: 0 (5.4) 

for all T E T,, and all v E [o:,,B]. 

(i) If uhiT =ex then v- 'UhiT 2: 0 holds in (5.4) for all v E [ex, ,8]. Therefore, (h 
tuust be chosen such that JT(<fJh(uh) + V'uh) dx + ITI (hiT 2: 0 holds. Ol>viously, 

jTj(, = (fr(<p~t(U~t)+vuh)dx) - = (-l( <pit('uh)+V'uh)dx ) + 

meets that requirement. 
(ii) If 'Uh iT = ,8, then v- 'Uh iT ::S 0, and .JT(<p,(u,) + V'u,) d:c + IT I (h iT ::S 0 

must hold . This is accomplished by 

(iii) If o < 'Uh iT < ,8, then v - ·u, lr ca.tt be positive or negative, hence (h 
must be taken such that fr( <fJ h(u,, ) + V'Uh) d:c + ITI (h iT = 0. We have found 
the function (h as defined above. • 

LEMMA 5.6 Th eTe exists a pos'ili·ue constant C , independent of h, such that 

(5 .5) 

For the proof, the reader is referred to Arada et a!. (2002). 

THEOREM 5.1 For all sufficiently small h > 0 

holds with a positive constant C independent of h. 

Pmo.f. From the optimality conditions for the problem (Ph) , and since ·u, sat
isfi es the optimality conditions of (5 .3) , we deduce that 

J/,(1h)(uh- Uit) 2: 0 and J~('uh)(uh- 'Uh) + r (h (uh- 'Uit) dx 2: 0. 
Jnh 

Therefore , 
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On the other hand, we have 

(Jf,(u")- J~ ('u~t ))(u"- -u~t) = 1~((1- B)uh + B-u ~t )(u"- u~t) 2 

= Jf:(u)(u"- ·u,i + (Jf:((l- B)u" + Bu")- Jf:(u))(u"- u~t) 2 

=h +h, 

with some () E (0 , 1). Now we estimate h and h separately and apply the 
splitting u, .L uh = eh + dh introduced a t the beginning of this section. In view 
of Lemma 5.3 and the Young inequality we obtain for sufficiently small h 

h = Jf:(u)(eh + d") 2 = lJ:(u) e~ + 2Jf:(u)(eh, d,) + lJ:(u)d~ 
8 2 2 

2: 2ll e ~tll 2 - cll e ~tll 2 lldhl l 2- c lld~tll 2 

2: ~ll e ~tll~- clld~tll ~ = ~ll eh + dh- d~t ll~- c lld~tll~ 
8 2 28 2 

2: 3llu"- u"ll2- 3llu" - u" l l 2 lld~tll 2 - c lld"ll2 
8 2 2 

2: 4llu"- ·u"ll2- clld"ll2· 

For / 2 we obtain by Lernrna 5.4 

for all suf£ciently small h, since uh ---. u and ·uh = Il~t'ii---+ u as h 1 0. Summa
rizing up , we have 

81 2 2 8 2 2 h + h 2: Sl Uh- U~t l l2- C lld ~t ll 2 2: Slluh- 'Uhll2- c h , 

hence (5.6 ) yields 

By t he Young inequa lity 

is obta ined. Now from the estima te (5. 5), 

8 
ch

2 2: 
16

11 ·u" -'ii~tll ~, 

follows , hence lluh- 'ii~tll 2 :::; c h. This, together wi th lltth- ull2 = IIII,v;- ull2 :::; 
c h, gives the desired estima te lluh - ull2 :S c h. • 

Now it is an easy task to improve this L2-estimate by the one in L 00
• Here, 
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THEOREM 5.2 The estimate 

holds joT all s·afficiently limall h. HeTe, C is a positive constant independent of 
h, A = 1 ·if n = 2 or if n = 3 and the tTiangulation is of nonnegative type, and 
A = 1/2 otheT'wise. 

Proof. Invoking Theorem 4.2 and the projection formulas (3.4), (4.6) we get 

llu- u,ll oo = IIProj[a ,fJI( -~ip(u))- Proj [a ,fJI( -~lhiPh(uh))ll oo 

:S C (h + IIIP(u)- IP~t('Uh)l l oo) :S C (h + llu- u"lb + h'\). 

Therefore we obtain 

The conclusion follows from Theorem 5.1. 
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